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Bang-Utot Poster
Controversy Intensifies
"They showed no sympathy orempathy for
the women they were demeaning," she said.
Cenain members of the Student Government Association, upset about not being
The Bang-Utot poster controversy intensi- consulted by the administration, are also
fied last week with new information emerg- pushing for more involvement in such deciing about the concert's cancellation even as sions, and may ask for a policy revision in.
the details of that decision sank into a morass next week's assembly meeting.
of accusations and counter -accusations,
Meanwhile, new information has emerged
Band members kept up their steady stream about the role of the sponsor of the event,
of criticisms of what they.rC_alI_ed_a_dm_in_'_'
s_tra_._M:..:.::us::.:i::.:cian=s:.....::Or.:..'go:an:::;ized
for Band Rights On
tive "censorship" as
Campus.
college officials steadThey showed no symPeter Spoerri, '90,
fastly defended a decipathy. or empathy for
presidentofMOBROC,
sion that has come unmet with Flanery about
der increasing critithe women they were
the posters on Friday,
cism.
demeaning."
before any otherstudent
"Preventing Banghad complained about
Utot from playing that
_ Trudy Flanery,
them. In separate internight was wrong," said
S
views, Spoerri and
tudent
Activities
lead singer Mark GraFlanery offered differham, '92. "Idon'tthink
Coordinator
ent descriptions of that
they want to be forced
meeting.
to admit that:'
Flanery contends that Spoerri was ofTrudy Flanery, coordinator of student ac- fended by the posters and wanted something
tivities, cancelled a planned concert on Fri- done to protect MOBROC's reputation.
day, February 2, to punish the band for postAlthough she had not yet seen any of the
"ing advertisements that she called "offen- posters, Flanery said that she mentioned to
sive' ~d "obscene."
.. See Bang-Utot p.9
by Craig Timberg
The College Voke

Students at Renovation Dlscusslon

Tolliver Outlines Renovation Plans
Williams have been considered."
In 1957,thebuildingwasbuiltasagymnasium for the college of BOO students. In
1984, the athletic department, except for the
swimming facilities, moved outofCroand to
the present Athletic Center.
Tolliver said he hoped the new renovations
would achieve a "mingling of students and
faculty informally ...We want a building that
everyone on campus will have to visit at least
once a day," said Tolliver.
Currently, Hillier building fulfills half the
duties that the renovated Cro will service be-

by Cathy Ramsey
The College Voke

Members of the college community met
during an open forum with Joseph Tolliver,
dean of student life, and Charles Luce, professor and director of athletics, on Thursday
to discuss the unveiled plans for the CrozierWilliams renovations and Athletic Center
additions.
Tolliver presented a plan for renovation
that has been in the proposal process since
July of 1987; however, Tolliver said "as far
back as 1970, plans for renovating Crozier-

See Cre Renovations p.6
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Subcommittee Urges Complete Divestment
Trustees to Consider Recommendation

p.4-5
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John Mason Speaks for
Black History Month

A. & E. p.l0-11
Broadway Review:
Michael Blakemore's

"We will not benefit from
immoral investments."
This rationale,
declared
StephenSchmidt,chairoftheDivestment Policy Review Subcommittee and chaplain of the
college, describes the tone of the
new divestment policy reeommended in early Febroary.
Thesubeornmittee,composed
of three swdenlS and two faculty
members, inconjunction with the
fu11Sbareholder'sResponsibiIity
Commiuee,preseotedthreeposi-

-
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"Outland' takes
responsibility for the
'chaos in America

Sports

SoIlD........

tp..7

SGA Allows Candidate Pamphlets

p.13

by Sarah Huntley
Assoclm News Editor

-.

the United States to promote
democratic governments and
respect for human rights
throughout the world," reads
the resolution.
The Liaison Committee on
Shareholder Responsibility
recommends that the college
remain 9PIJOSlld to apartheid,
and as'ot' June I, 1991, "Connecticut College sha1I not
make or hold any investment
in any business finn Iocaled in
South Africa or with business
operations in South Africa or
business ammgemenlS with
the government of South Af-

Changes in Executive Board Election Rules

"City of Angels"

Comics

-

ing to the resolution, the policy of
tions in favor of divestment.
Kevin Dodge, ~iassistant to the apartheid "denies blackandcolcxed.
president of SGA, presented the citizens fundamental political, soviewsofthesrodents. Schmidt pre- cial, and economic rights." The
"authentic black leadership within
sented the economic consideraSouth Aftions and
Spencer
Apartheid is 'repugnant to rica ... conPack,assothe moral, ethical, and polititinues to
ciate procall for infessor and cal values of the Connecticut
ere a sed
chair of the College community. '
sanctions,"
economics
the resolud e p a r t- Subcommittee Resolution
tionsays.
ment, pre- ~ __ ~ __
.. _'"'!"' ....
"
Apartsented the ethical and moral side.
heid is "repugnant to the moral,
A two page resolution prepared ethical. and political values of the
by the subcommittee outJioes the ConnecticIlt College COtIIIIlIIIIity
reasoningforilSproposai. Accord- and runs counter to the policies of

p.14-16

Women's Basketball
Win Streak Stopped at
Seven

A new clause in the Executive Board election rules, allowing the dissemination of
pamphlets, resulted in much discussion and
revision at Thursday's Student Government
Association Assembly meeting.
Nicole Breck, '90, SGA public relations director, submitted the election rules and supported the new clause saying, "I think it is an
important addition to Executive Board elections,"

The original proposal allowed candidates to
distribute one pamphlet. It added that the
pamphlets must be approved by the public
relations director and "Any mention of oppos-

ing candidates, even by reference, shall be
grounds for disqualification."
N. Jansen Calamita, '90, house senator of
Abbey, called the pamphlet idea "a real progressive move," but questioned a stipulation
that forbids the leaving of pamphlets under
dormitory room doors.
John Maggiore, '91, house senator of
Lazrus, proposedan amendment to authorize
two pamphlets and to allow their distribution
under doors. Maggiore later pointed out that
printing two pamphlets at the printshop
would cost approximately $15.
Robert Shea, '91, junior class president,
expressed the difficulty of affording two
pamphlets with a campaign budget of $30
exclaiming, "How in the hell can you afford
two pamphlets with $301"

Huao Hwang, '91, chair of academic affairs,
showed concern over the idea of distributing
pamphlets under doors, saying that such a move
would discourage face-to-face dialogue between the candidate and the voters.
Maggiore's amendment failed; however, an
amendment allowing two pamphlets which
cannot be left under doors, proposed by Turiya
Manheimer, '91, house senator of thematic
housing, passed 20-12.
The rationale seemed to be that candidates
should be given the opportunity to make decisions regarding pamphlets without interference
from the Assembly. Duringthedebate, Calamita
said, "I don't understand why we are trying to
regulate good campaigning practices."
Anotheramendment proposed by Maggiore to
See EIedtoo Rut.. p. 8
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Reactions to Bang-Utot Controversy

Upstage Flanery's
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During this ~asl fall semester I was surprised 10open up "Blats" magazine and find a cartoon making a joke
oUIof the cruclflXlon of Christ Bemg aware that" B lats" receives funds from SGA I assumed thai therewould
he some acllon taken by SGA ,or alleasl the college administration considering thai the Connecticul College
cth0mmumtymcludes man>:Chrisllans 10 whom this was an affront When nothing was said or done, I infered thai·
IScampus was less restncuve than I had imagined,
Now, the rock band Ban~ DIOIhas been banned from performing on campus for advertising for a concen with
:~I~~"'t
offe,:ve, ~ially
10 women, The administration took this action with strong suppon
.,
. ,
presl nl,
la Munroe, It seems 10 me from these examples thai both SGA and the
:~~~~~~~~~'b~k
~d choose whic~ bigotry they are opposed 10, I suggesl thai both bodies indulge i~
seem 10know the true m=i~~,Awareness,
a tena which they are quite fond of using bUI of which they don t

~C:f::

BAC Disgruntled Over 'Evalutions' Article

Advertising Director
.,.......

Letter to the Voice:

Letter to the Voice:

Reyna Mastrosimone

~"""_.IliWIlII

Sincerely,
Joseph A. Tolliver,
Dean of Student Life

Sincerely,
T, E. Day, '93

PRODUCI10N AND SUPPORT:

r- ...
iIlcv
.. taIMriI&

Each Monday I await the delivery of "The Col/ege Voice" because il is one of-the few visible means of
connection thai the students, faculty, staff and administration of Connecticut College has, Our abilily 10cohere
springs in some pan from our campus spons program, academic endeavors, college governance and social
interaction, The delivery of the news of these activities is a vital and indispensable portion of our institutional
cullure, In addition, "The Col/ege Voice" as an organization and cenain members of its editorial and reponorial
staff have reputations for gelting 10 the bottom of slOriesand issues and then informing the community, In shon,
"The fiol/ege Voice" performs a service ofincalculable wonh, II is therefore with greal dismay thatl assail both
the story, "Ban~-Utol Concert Cancel/ed,' Poster Found Offensive," _and the relaled edilOriai prinled in the
February 6th ediuon of "The Col/ege Voice,"
Although Iwas nol directly involved, I have investigated the mailer and have found an entire piece of the story
that h~s been omitted, Only one of the offensive posters (of approximately 40) was taken down by an
admmlstrator and then only afler having the offensive malerial brought 10that administralOlS' attention by the
appalled sponsor Qf the event (MOBROC), This information is vital 10the slOry,The sponsor even spoke with
"The College Voice" reponer but was not quoled or even mentioned, Hence, a story that essentially accuses the
administration of censorship is inaccurate, misleading and a disservice to the community, Anyone who read the
story was manipulaled into believing that this was an open and shut case of heavy handed unilateral censorship,
The issue is much more complex than the slOry indicated; it involves communily standards, student governance
and activities regulations,
If I were to act similarly in analyzing the counter concen held in Abbey Dorm, I would draw the overly
slm~lified conclUSIOnthai the resIdents of Abbey so strongly supponoffensive, sexist material thai they were
Willing 10nsk flOesand other ~ancllons for fire law violations and the prohibition oflive performances in certain
dorms, to supJlOn such matenaL ThaI obViously ISnol the case, One musl investigate thoroughly 10 understand
the complexlues,
,
When an organizali?n hasa ~ood track record its mistakes stand oulall the more, Icall on"The Col/ege Voice"
to go back, do II agam, do 11nghl and 10 pnnl all of the facts before edilorializing,

Beth Salamone
Assistant to the Publisher
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Letter to the Voice;

Jeanette E. McCulloch
EdilOr-in-Chief(Magazine)

Jeffrey S, Berman
ManagingEdilO<

Jacqueline

Leslie Pelton, '90
P,O.W.R. Executive Board member
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The controversy which has been sparked b~ ~e Bang-Utot's poste~ has left me with the need 10alen people
10what I believe 10 be the reat issue, FJI'St,thIS ISnot about censorship. That ISmerely propa~anda the band IS
creating 10 mask thereat issue, Certainly, this poster by Andy Warhol can be considered a piece of an. and if
hung in a museum the interpretation would be very different However, this ISnot an displayed for the sake of
an. this is an displayed for the sake of selling,
'"
Displaying an image of women like this is damaging 10everyone, and thai ISthe real Issue here, This poster
promotes the treatment of women as possessions, used 10gain profit for 0t!ters, A women's naked, altered body
should not be utilized in the advertisiing world for this purpose, When thISISdone it dehumanizes a woman, This
affects every woman and man and the relationship between us all, I am surprised thai the band doc:s not realize
these implications, We all are entitled 10 more respect, and at the very least deserve 10 be recognized as more
than objects fo others manipulations, People on this campus have a ri~ht to expect to be ~ted with respect,
whether they be women or men or of w~ver race, and the admmlstrauon has the responsIbIlity 10protecl this
right The sign ovelStepped the boundaries of the band's right 01advertise and encrouched upon our righlto
dignity and respect
The issue is about using women's bodies as if they were objects, It is nol about displaying art, it is aboul using
women's bodies 10 selL It disgusts meand h~miliates me to have 10 walk around campus and see women displayed
as things so the Bang-UlOts can gel more people 10their concens, The picture promoles the objectification of
women's bodies, To ask the band nollO advertise in this manner is nol promoting censolShip, This type of
advenising should be inconceivable in the firSI place and simply nol pennilled by our college, Living in a
community IOgether we all have a moral obligation to at leasllrealone another as human beings, nol as objects
to be manipulated for personal gains,
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Founded 1976
David Stewart (foWlder)

We mUSIstate thai we are extremely disappo' ted'
•
'
herresearch thoroughly shewouldhavekn
I~, WIththe ' Student Evaluations" article, If the reponer dId
that oversees the adviso'ry boards is the BO:;OOf ~ltlS th~adviS?ry boards thai handle evaluations and the body
myself would nOIhave been consulted for th'
, eademlc Charrs (BAC), The idea thai a member of BAC or
that il was enough to prinl the opinion of the S~.::e,
see~s IUdicrou,sof mon: likely sloppy reporting, To ~y
Carla's opinion instead of the J-Board Chair
sldentls like WRungan article on J-Board tnals and seekUlg
ion,
an or arttcle on SAC's lecture series withoul the SAC Charr's opmThere are members of the "CollegeVoice"wh
',
,
ensured that the reponer would seek the 0 inion~:e very famtltarwlth whalBAC is doing, They should have
and how they are being re-evalualed and
dec' AC or myself, If acomplete slOry of the studenl evaluall~ns
sure a member of BAC or myself will be happm
ISIO~Sof promotions anbd reappointment is sought, then I 10
Y to oblige,
,

Jsed'

William F. Walter (Editor-in-Cl1iefEmeritus)
Fernando Juan Espuelas-Asenjo, (Publisher 1986-1988 & President,Fund)

Copyright

C 1990,The College Voice PublishingGroup, All RightsReserved

Huao Hwang, '91
SGA Academic Chair
and Board of Academic Chairs
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their different personal approaches
In 1954, in the case Brown v,the
Board of Education, the United
States Supreme Court decided !bat
"separate but equal" was an invalid
premise. The Court was right-to
an extent. Color, race, class, religion, and age are just some of the
false barriers that wrongly polarize
society. Sex, however, is a different story.
There's no getting
around it: biological differences
place a dividing wall between men
and women. While many people do
not recognize that such an obstacle
exists, others do not realize that it
can be overcome.
The heart of the problem lies in
the definition of three terms: sex,
gender, and feminist. The first two
are often confused, leading to the
misuse of the third. Sex and gender
are not interchangeable. The former is a precise scientific term.
One's sex is either male or female.
Males and females are not the same.
Males cannot become pregnant.
Females are physiologically slower
in absorbing alcohol than males.
These differences are normal and
separate the spheres of experience
of the sexes, without creating a hierarchy. A false sense of rank is
created by gender.
Gender is a sociologically imposed structure. One's gender options are masculine and feminine.
Masculine and feminine are not the
same, either. Masculine·children

The Androgynization of Society

r

~sochap~wre.
What scares me the most is the it
extent of the unawareness on the ~
Connecticut College campus. Cre- ;:.
ated as a women's college to provide equal educational oppurwni- 5
ties for men and women and made ~
coeducational as a logical exten •. Co>
sion of the concept of equality, it :;;
seems lhat thoseofus who are here :g
should be ahead of the general
public in our effort to achieve un-l
derstanding. Yet even at its incep- ~
tion, Conn did not fully endorse the
principles of its creation. In 1918,
Dr. Bessie Wessel became a professor of social anthropology here.
Her husband had been offered the
position shortly before his untimely death. He was offered
$1800 per year. When it was discovered that Wessel's qualifications were identical to her husband's, she was asked to fill the position-at a salary of$ 1200. When
I walk through the campus and hear
mutterings of '''I hate men'
groups" and "You sound just like a
woman," I fear that any progress
then has been superficial. Sex and
gender differences seem exaggerated and confused.
It is imperative that these differences be recognized because they
do exist. Even more crucial, however, is the need, while making
these distinctions, to prove that
"separate but equal" is not an oxy-

;r

play with trucks and toy guns.
Feminine children play with dolls
and lea sets. These differences are
artificial and drive the sexes apart
unnecessarily.
So-called "feminists" are a
byproduct of society's glib superimposition of sex and gender. The
debilitating restrictions placed on
women in the name of sex differ-

ences are often gender-related. For
example, a woman who participated in the recent military invasion
of Panama may not conform to our
society's feminine ideal. However,
she is not one bit less female for
undertaking activities we generalize as masculine. In the face of the
success of the women who did participate in the invasion, the unwritten hypothesis that women are
physically less qualified then men
for such activities must be eradicated. It is undeniable, though, that
women differ in some needs and
abilities from men.
This is where the logic of modem
feminism goes awry. Because unnecessary, gender-based restrictions are so prevalent and frustrating, many feminists deny the fact
that any differences between men

By Lauren Klatzkln
Associate Features Editor
<,

and women exist in an attempt to
avoid unwarranted barriers. The
claim that men and women are the
same is inherently false. Itis time to
end the androgynization of society.
This, of course, does not mean
that we should revert to a mentality
which places one sex below the
other. This does not mean that the
positive trend toward ending the
sexual, emotional, and intellectual
objectification of women in the
mass media should be called off. It
does not mean that men and women
should receive unequal pay and
status in society. And it definitely
does mean that a concened effort
must be made to alter the obsolete
language that abbreviates "human-

Ian Bloom published his infamous book 'T1r£ Closing of the Ameic(JII
ative lheorlesaboutedueation havebeen becoming increasinglypopu·
.,
for addressing the problems of American eduBoston Univer.lity President
g Czar") William BenneR.
•
aresieR

kind"
to"mankind. "

Language is,

by Mlcbael R. SonIl
CI_ofl99l

recent lreIlds

Narrowing

When Francis Fukuyarna wrote his article
"The End of History?" last summer in the
"National Interest" many people, like myself, didn't believed that day might be coming so soon. Yet, as we watch Gorbachev's
attempt to dissolve the monopoly of the
Communist party in the Soviet Union and
allow rival poltical parties into the system,
the end of history might be upon us. Naturally, there will still be newspapers and
magazines to record daily events. However,
there might not be History from the Hegelian
or Marxist points of view.
The "end of history" is an idea that both
Hegel and Marx have discussed in their writings. Hegel, who started the idea, believed
history has been the recording of man's
struggle to find the perfect state. In the perfect state man would be one with the state.
His~ry would end, according to Hegel,
when the perfect state had been achieved·a
sort of historical climax.
Marx believed, like Hegel, that history
was more than just the recordings of daily
events. Except Marx believed that history
was the recording of the struggles between
the classes. Thus, to him his~ry would end
once the Communist revolution was successful in freeing the whole world from the
chains of the capitalist. Yet. if Gorbachev' s
attempt ~ dissolve the Communist monopoly is successful that revolution might never

ists only the workers, everyone would be
equal and properly represented by the Party.
To Marx and Lenin the Communist society
only needed the Party to exist. Yet. byallowing the possiblity for a multiparty system not
only is Gorbachev going against the ideas of
Marx and Lenin, he is also opeoing the door
for another party to rule the Soviet Union.
Gorbachev has been forced by the workers to
ahandon the traditional Marxist-Leninist
way of government and change towards a
more Western liberal democracy. Thus,
striking a major blow against the idea that
Communism is the final form of government
since every worker is represented equally by
the party and lhat one party is all the worker
in the society will need or want.
So are we witnessing the end of history?
Francis Fukuyama would argue yes. He
would happily state that what weare witnessing in the Soviet Union is the overall acceptance by people of Western liberal democracy as the final form of government, thus
ending man's "ideological" quest for it.
Clearly, with what has been going on in the
Eastern block Mr. Fukuyama would be right.
But is this really "The End"? Is there no other
form of government that can compete with
Western Liberal Democracy? Is Communism reaIly dead? Or is it simply on hold?
Maybe this is just but a dent in History.
Maybe people have to live in a Western
liberal democratic society before they realize
that Communism is bener. Maybe the U.S.A.
and the U.S.S.R. are slowly evolving into a
final form of government that we know nothing about. Yet, when they get there will history will indeed end?
Mr. Fukuyama's claim that history will be
ending soon may be true do ~ Gorbacbev's
drastic proposal. Yet. whether or not history
will end ~morrow or a hundred years from
now noone can reaIly tell.Nevertheless when
that day comes there are somethings !bat will
be cenain people will no longer battle over
ideological concepts, ponder over political
utopias, or argue over "abstract goals". Instead people at the "end of history" will strive
to satisfy consumer demands, end hunger,
shelter the homelss, help the unfonunate,
cure disesases, and save our enviomment.
The "end of history" might not be so bad.

=::~=!~~~~

cbotherapy." Ktautbammer s~
!bat the
problem of "negative characteriZations of minorities" ended "40 years ago" and !bat tbe
absence of such nega!ivecbaracterization isall
!bat is required by IeXt books and curriculums.
"Honesty isnottheobjectoftbe inclusion movement"becausetherereallyiso'tthatmuchtosay
about the contribution of many groups to "all
aspects of our society." As el\lll1lples, Krautbatnmerindicates!bat there is"little ~ besaid...
about the Asian American contn'bution ~ basketball, about the Jewish-Arnericall contribulion to the Pequot War orabout the contribution
by Jobo MagIore of women ~ the Bill of Rights."
C..... ofl991
In all honesty, Asian Americans reaIlybave
not done much for basketball and JewishAmericans truly bad little ~ do with !be Pequot
War. Mr. Krautbatrtrner is accurate in those assessments. It is interesting, howeve.-, thai he
. mentions women and the Bill of Rights. Again, it would be inaccurate to suggest !bat women
helped write the Bill of Rights, howeve.- it is vital forall Americans to understand that women
(as well as Asian Americans, Jewish Americans, and many other groups !bat ~ay or may ~
have had a major role in the Pequot War) were neglected when the Bill of Rights was bemg
drafted. There is some merit in referring to Ahagail Adam's "Remember the Ladies" letter
to her husband John which was ignored at the time it was wriuen.) In fact. it is crucial for the
. development of a critical mind ~ examine the roles of women and minorities in American
history especially because they have been prevented from contributing~ many aspectsof our

of the
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M

moron.

Announcing:
The End of History

View can be foun<lOOIlle

1Ilstpage of
jfte.A«Qn.lil!gmChadCs1<raulllammet,inhisartide
Fee/ing(3ood,,, .•
wwanIs "inclusiooism"
bave in$pinld American sludenlS to feel good
alJoUttbernseIves whjle doing poorly in sehool.
.-\ccolding toKtautbatntnet, the destructive

in fact. the springboard for pervasive societal changes.
The definition of feminism must
be updated. A feminist should not
be known as a wanna-be man. True
feminism should recognize and accept the ineradicable differences
between men and women while denying the stereotypes with which
society indoctrinates us. In my
mind, a real feminist loves herself
because she is a woman. This selfawareness and respect leads to a
deeper understanding and appreciation of men. It is, after all, the
differences between men and
women which interest and attract
us.
In an ideal world, these differences would ultimately strengthen
the bonds between men and
women. In this utopia, no one
would ask me after I retumed from
People Organized for Women's
Rights, "How was your 'I hate
men' meeting?" No one would ask
becauseP.O.W.R. wouldnotexist.
There would be no need. No abortion marches-men would recognize that women must deal internally with issues that concern their
bodies. No furor over a poster depicting a sexually vicitrnized
woman--men and women would
be able to explain and understand

come.

society.
.
Neglecting the issue of Amencan
exc I"USlonlSm d oes not answer th e ques IlOO'0 f w h y
Gorbachev has told The United Socialist
women and many minorities did not help with the Bill of Rights and other aspects of AmeriStates of Russia that the Communist pany
can society. Also, the discussion of philosophy. ~terature, culture, and history of places
has failed to truly represent the proletariatsoutside of Europe and Amera does not automallcally necessitate the neglect of Ew'o- . a drastic claim considering how Marx and
American studies. Furtbennore, there have been many imponantcontributions to our society Lenin both viewed the party. To Marx the
Communist pany would end the class
from women and minority groups !bat are often ignored by traditional educators.
The appeals of such an ill-founded and seemingly Sl?nseless critiques are~ of course,
struggle and their would be no need for any
other party to exist. He wrote in the secound
numerous. Firstly, it provides an lIlI;Swer for !bose who wish for a ~tter educal10n system,
pan of the Manifesto that the Communist
lower taxes and increased spending 10other areas such as the producllOOof Stealth bombers.
secondly, though not all Am~
who agree with.peopIe suc~ as .Krautbatnmer do so ~or party's interests would be those of the workers . Therefore, there would no need for
Tacist or sexist reasons, those that do rally around thISfIrSt serm-arucu1ate wave of theories
that they can agree with since the publication of "Mien Kamp[" Most importan.tly..these new another pany to exist. Lenin added to that
lheories provide politicians like ~e
~uslt wi~ somethmg ~ say after cIaimm~ ~ have idea, writing that only in a Communist state,
ideas about improving educanon m Amenca. Itwms elecnons- after all, people like Ktau· run by the Pany, could "true" democracy
thammer John Silber and their buddies still don 'thave~ teach about the contributions of say, exist. In this state there would be no capitalGreek or 'African-Americans ~ the
sidency of the United States.

Mason Brings Yoruba Culture to Conn
~

The show was a pursuit 10 redefine, recollect and recapture African American culture.
Tbe CoII<ge Vol«
The first half of the slide presentation was
dedicated to telling and explaining the hisBlack History Month started at the begintory of West African peoples. Then, in the
ning of this semester, and on Wednesday
second
half, Mason showed how the tradiFebruary 7 there was another event in the
tions
influence
many aspects of people
celebration. At 7:30 at Unity House, John
Mason gave a talk entitled" West African Re- around the world.
Mason began the presentation by saying
ligion Being Maintained in the New World."
how
after the onslaught of slavery, WestAfMason is a Babalorisa Yoruba and holds the
ricans
were brought to Cuba, Trinidad,
title of Priest of Obatala.
Haiti.Brazil
and Argentina. The natives of
Mason was educated at City College in
West Africa mixed
New
with people all over
Yo r k
Central
and South
At the end of two hours, Mason had
Cit
y
America.
and was
explained not only the history of
The first slide
o r Mason
showed was
West
African
religion
and
philosodained
a
map
of
Africa. He
a priest
phy, but how it has influenced the
explained how the
i
n
many art forms to come out of the
Yoruba people of
1970.
Southwest Nigeria
He
is
Yoruba culture.
were
"cousins" to
the dinatives of Tobu, in
rector of the Yoruba Theological Archministry in Brooklyn. The Archrninistry
was Benin, Cameroon and Northern Nigeria. The
people of West Africa have basic ethnic
formed with the intention 10 "fill a spirintal
roots,
and blend in to form a family relationand cultural void in African-Americans."
ship.
Mason
pointed out that "It's a fact that
The lecture consisted of a thirty-three slide
99
out
of
100
Africans to land in the Ameripresentation, which Mason narrated as he
cas
came
from
the strip ofland which begins
went along. He called the slides a "trip to look
where
Mali
is
and
goes for 700 miles inland
at remnants of African culture, which has
10
the
West
Coast
of Angola. It is an overbeen reconstructed and rethought in Ameriwhelming
majority
of people from this
cans." Mason described the show as a multiland",
ethnic and multi-cultural endeaver. He perHe explained that in the past, this area was
sonally got to know some of the artists, musicians and sculptors whose work was a partof a rain forest and that diversity of the peoples
evolved out of a basic root stock, There are
the presentation.
by~FNW
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drastically
similar
ideas about god, naturaJphenomena,andsocial structure.
''The
people are more similarthandissimilar."He
pointed out that the
forsest area engenders
a different
way of
thinking. The Yoruba
have twin deities and
similar concepts about
sacredness of the head,
how houses are built,
ere. He explained how
the Congo and Niger
river systems
criss
crossed the area with
fresh water, and provided an ample supply
of food to the area.
Mason talked about the
background of this cul-

BLACK

MONTH
FEBRUARY

ture, because "you can't talk about art without talking about environment that spawned
it".
.
Mason showed a slide of a diorama, which
depicted an English slaving vessel. He feels
the slide "conveys the idea that people
bound in chains entered the New World. "He
said that notall of the Africans broughtto the
New World were slaves. In Cuba, at some
points in history, 30 percent fo the total
population were free black people. They
were not all tied to the plantations. Instead,
tied into the economic model culture which
grew tobacco, made sugar, raised tim ber and

cattle. Mason said "this
whole reality has to be kept
in mind",
He talked about what the
Africans brought over with
them when they came 10 the
Qwcasjep BCItooL
Krista Ray, '93, the secretary of
New World. He explained
"But Irs IIOt only poI\lk:aI: says La UDidad,offers herOWll insights
how the palette memory,
YIIdIra Rodriquez. '93, La Unidad
asawbitestDdentwOOhasgiveoto
the use of color and shapes
i\i 8iI Oip"j·811Qp of SlDdenIs
vice pRlSideat.
and gained from the group. "Hind
are
customs which "cannot
d 10 p:clIIOilPJ HlspIIIlil:
La UnIdad also gives people a arenseoflilmilyherc,eveothotlgb
be irradicated". "The
"D
II,La Un\dadllelpsmaliiebaDce 10 come inIo _
with fm IIOt a minority."
people brought invisible
.. edIlIiI: diversity It COIIlICCIi- 0Iher Latino SlDdenIs MariIyD
Presenlly. La Unidad is rather
heirlooms
to the New
eat CoUtee. The group has ..
Paebeco, '93, M.S.8.C. iepo_smaB. Ray feels lbat this Is beWorld." One of the most
"'Y'\tiDc spnda planned for the live, believes lbat La Unidad Is a cause "we're figbtIng against antiImportant concepts is that
spriDgxmeslir. aD essay c:oIIIeSl,
support group because Itprovides
separatism." Wil\IamPolaoia, '93,
of
the god, deities make up
BcIipse weekend for prospective
"_
with other [Lal\noj stu- . po\ntsoutlbat"ntinor!ty'hasbeen
of
universe and religious
minority
students.
tumed inIo 88 ugly
politics.
The politics deteroame. According to
La
Unidadiscommitted
toeducatmined
how
everything else
LaIino Awareness
one student. "Some of
is
determined,
Mason exing the campus about the Latino
MaadI.
them [Lal\nostDdentsj
p~ained
how
the
Yoruba
La Un\dad is com·
am get away with IIOt
Community.
have
"a
strong
concept
of
miIIaI 10 edl'cl'Iing
\ooking Latino, lhey
'-----.
..
assimilate
.•.
hut
they
what
god
is;
god's
work
is
the campus about the
knowable, discernable."
Latino Community.
have 10 face their conMason spoke of the conDoring the fall semester it sp0n- dents [so l thai you \mow who they
sored panel discussions on Latino are ... At this school the majority is ~m:mbers
of La Unidad feel cept of divination. It is
white, the majority is rich ormiddle
professionals and the differences
!hat these other students leave based on the premise that
class
... I'm not even that I feel so their culture and values in the "we are collective, and
among Latino cultures, in addition
alone here, and SO left out"
10 lectures on bousing and bilinbackground as they try to integrate within the collective numLa
Unidad
also
offers
opportunigual education. It also sponsored
into the white mainstream. They berthereisananwerforany
ties for white and minority students
Puerto Rican Discovery
Day,
won't even associate with or ac- problem."
The Yoruba
to get to know students with Latino
which featured a Puerto Rican
knowledge other Latino students. brought this belief into the
backgrounds. This personal interdinner and a slide show.
IntheprocessofcompleteassimiNew World. Mason himaction can belp break down stere- lation, they build up guilt and lose self in a diviner. He exA political gyoup as well, La
p~ained how he is a collecotypes and build up friendships.
Unidad works with the College
their rich heritage.
t
f"
administration, acting as a repre- One of the srereotypes !hat bothers
La Unidad offers a lot 10every.' oro m,ormation. "If there
the members of La Unidad is that one,and their events and meetings are enough of me, then
sentativeoftheLatinocommunity
society always has brain
'all Latinos are the same.'
at ConnecticuL It has representaare open to the entire school com- trusts."
'We come from different His- munity. The group meets every
tives Oil the Minority Student
Mason also stressed the
panic backgrounds: says Janet other Monday at 8 p.m. in Unity.
Steering Commiuee (M,S.S.C.),
belief that life is not the end
CanIona. '93, treasurer. Pacheco
which Is involved in recruiting
of a process. The commuagrees: "The word 'Hispanic' has
qualified students
otherwise
nity has three parts: th01le
cometolumpusalltogether,butfm
might be intimidated by the proshere, those yet 10 be born ,
Colombian fiJst. '
peetofatteodinga~y

La Unidad Events Promote Awareness
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and those who are not visible now. He said
the art form in a pageant is celebration of that
belief. It can evoke the presence of ancestral
identities. This idea is seen in the multi color
rainbow images, which represent continuity
and life renewing itself.
After explaining the background of the
Yoruba culture and some of the ideas which
are an integral part of this culture, Mason
showed slides of various art forms of today.
There was a picture of a Yoruba dance,
which celebrated the female. Mason said
Yoruba celebrate women becuase "they can
expand. They are the carriers of tradition and
Mason showed a slide of a Brazilian rendering of the Yoruba trickster idea. He said
that the art work was a vehicle for a philosophy. The story behind the work was. that you
have free will and can only be tricked by your
own choice. He stressed again that this kind
of philosophy has been passed on over hundreds of years.
•
Mason talked about the importance of
dance and music. He is currently writing a
hook on music and song. He feels "music has
affected more people than anything else. He
talked of the Yoruba habit of "stuttering",
repeating words of sounds, for emphasis. He
said that rap is a form of this stuttering. He
also gave the example of doubling up in
blues music is definite Yoruba treatment of
a poetic form. Louie Armstrong, Count
Basie, Thelonious Monk, Duke Ellington all
are incorporated West African musical form
and art and captured people all around the
world. Mason commented "People aredancing 10 our music while still calling us

names,"
He showed slides of contemporary African art and pointed out that not all of it was
done by Africans. "White Americans have
been as profoundly moved by Yoruba art as
Africans:' He gave the example of Martin
Sanders, who carved Yoruba drums as fine
as anywhere in the world. Many different
styles come together in his art. "It is not specifically Yoruba, but unified it comes together in a beautiful image." At the end of
two hours, Mason had explained not only the
hislOry of West African religion and philosophy, but how it has influenced the many art
forms to come out of the Y oruba culture. He
showed many vivid and heautigfu examples
of these art forms, whether headwork, fabric,
sculpture or dolls. Mason was a dynamic
addition to Black History Month at Connecticut College.
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CoCoBeaux Diddly
by Lauren Klatzkln
Associate Features Editor

This was supposed to be a thrilling spy
story. I planned to excecute the impossible:
to infiltrate the closed, secret ranks of a CoCoBeaux rehearsal. The scenario was perfect-I would sneak into the chapel before
the Beaux arrived for their Sunday afternoon rehearsaI and hide in a pew with my
tape recorder. What better way to find out
about the exciting and mysterious rehearsal
rituals CoCoBeaux members often refer to
during performances?
The only potential
problem was my questionable ability to sit
still and silent for two hours. Or so I thought.
The first blow to my perfect plot came
when I realized that the magic date was
Superbowl Sunday. The practice time was
therefore moved up four hours. Revision
number two, a trek to Cummings, was precipitated by the chapel rededication ceremony. The third and final alteration became
necessary when I saw the practice room in
the music library to which the gathering had
been relocated. It was half the size of my
closet. I abandoned my Mata Hari dreams
and sat down to meet the CoCoBeaux.
Since this was one of the first meetings of
the semester, business was first on the
agenda. The CoCoBeaux began to discuss
song possibilities for the semester. After
singing and humming and listening to cassettes of songs, the Beaux developed the
following goals: 1) to achieve a mix of

songs; 2) to include 20's material by Hamy
Conick, Jr., of "When Harry Mel Sally ... "
fame; 3) to pay a tribute to "cheesy 80's
songs" (a Village People medley including

"In the Navy" and "Macho Man" was men-

tioned with fond nostalgia); and 4) to elimi- .;j
nate the topic of sex from their repertoire.
~
This settled, the CoCoBeaux traveled to •
:l'
•
Oliva Hall, where they would sing for the re- ~
mainderofthe
session. Scott Cave, '91, the ~
group's pitch, sat at the piano to stan the '§
group. Aspitch, Cave attends to most organ- ~
izational duties and arranges many pieces for ~
the gr?UP to perform. H~ is technically the .. The CoCoBeaux
visited alumni in Florida over the winter
group s leader, butaceording to NatDa~lOn,
magic." Chris Bettencourt, '93, called it "a
break, she was aceompanied by four mem'93, "he's also on our level as well, which IS subliminal son of thing." Other members
bers of the CoCoBeaux as well as representareally cool."
.
. .
agreed that "it's there" and "it always
tives of the other singing groups on campus.
Cave led the group 10 pracncmg some of works." They described themselves as "so
Although as "ambassadors of the college,"
the songs they performed last semester,
close as friends and as a group."
the Beaux travel fairly often, they most enjoy
scales, and some new pieces. They also
The CoCoBeaux are currently in the procperforming on campus. Eli Yim, '92, exdiscussed resurrecting some songs from ess of capturing this magic quality by preparplained that "we really have the best
several years ~go. They finished WIth the~
ing to record an album. Cave explained that
audience ... there's no place like here." Cave
revised version of the Beach Boys
the album is" a monumental thing in CoCo"Kokomo" aptly entitled "CoCoBeaux." Beaux history ...basically because it's the first continued, "I think that [if] there's one underThen they started to talk.
time CoCoBeaux has undertaken such a . lying factor that has contributed to the success of the CoCoBeaux, it's cenainly the au"Do you know any ex-CoCoBeaux memtask." He added that the album "takes the
bers who have a steady job?" Pat Coyle, '91, CoCoBeaux up to a new level."
dience at Conn." David Buffum, '92, added
that "we appreciate th~ support."
asked the current members. They proudly
Scott Murphy, '91, stated that one reason
According to Ian McKenna-Thomas,
'92,
decided that they did not. They also agreed
for the project was that "we want to save
"other singing groups come to this school and
that membership 10 the Beaux IS more than some of these songs for posterity."
they marvel about how amazing our audience
just a fleeting experience.
"It's a bonding
The album, which will actually be rekind of thing ... [it's] not over after graducorded the firstweekend in March, is "schedis."
One factor that makes the Beaux so popuarion,' explained Cave:
uled for spring '90 release," says the group.
The members laughingly referred to the The album will be sold on campus as well as lar is their famed humor. Although Tom
Lenoci, '90, demurred that "that's another
group's special quality as "the CoCoBeaux
to alumni.
misconception
about the CoCoBeaux-I
One stumbling block to the album's prodon't think we're funny, I·think we're studuction is that it is being
funded entirely by Ibe pid," Ibe group agrees "we have a lot off un
CoCoBeaux members; the together." Cave adds that this factor is "imHe continued,
college provides no fund- portant to our success."
"there's
a
lot
of
pressure
that
goes
along with
ing for any of the singing
a
group
like
this
and
you
have
to
have
fun at
groups on campus.
This
rehearsals."
makes activities like alAccording to Lenoci, all of these factors
bums and travel difficult.
~~·ootromWQlllelltoQlell.does
(ICCUf, Itis the leading
are
part of "the CoCoBeaux magic."
He
However,
the
Beaux
feel
~lllt.fril:a
that their relationship with concluded, "although we are serious about
is1:OlDpIete1Ysafe.
is a small risk still ofcontlacting
music ...we love to sing and we like each other
the college is improving.
AlI>S after receiving blood beeaIlsebiood is screened by IeSling for antibodies to
a lot. .. we have a blast when we're up there."
When President Gaudiani
the AIDS (1lIV) virtJS and ilcan take 90 days or longer to develop an antibody.
'l'here is DO vaccine. Research is onder way to develop a vaccine.
The early symptoms can be fever. malaise, and fatigue and are indistinguishable
110m. any ofa number of illnesses.
Receptive anal inlelCoutse is the highest risk sexual activity for gay men or for
women, The delicate lining of the rec1Iltn is easily ttaWD8!ized; infection is
thoughl to take place through smalllears in !be mucosa which allows the virus
by Stephanie LulZ
to be absorbed in the bloodstteatn.
'!be College Voice
This is why individuals who are inknown risk groups are encouraged to take the
ClaireGaudiani, '66,presidentofthecollege,
is teaching French 218, 'The
HIV blood test.
The hope is that people who are positive will not engage in
Faces
of
Love
in
French
Literature:'
The
class
meets in the dining room of
unsafe sex practices.
The
President's
House
on
Wednesday
and
Friday
mornings at8 a.m.
There is DO medieaI evidence to suggesllbis.
"I think thatouracademic mission isourreason forbeingacommunity.
As
Initial reports 110m Belle Glade, FIorida. raised concerns abont mosqnito
President, I wanted to participate in the teaching mission. !lgive me a chance
transmission but the infected individuals had other risk facton.
to remember the daily challenge the faculty faces." said Gaudauni.
But IV drug nse does damage many body organs direcIly,
Gaudauni's academic specialty is 17th Century French literature (and the
Although the virtJS does appeal' inbRast miIk, lr8JISIIIissioD may occur in utero
relationship between science and literature in 17th and 18th century French
or during passage Ihroogh !be birth canal.
literature). She taught courses at the University of Pennsylvania in French
There is no medical evidence to suggesllhis can oc:c:ur.
literature; she also taught a course of love in literature that is similar to the
However. this has not yet been shown to be a __
of II8IISII1issiot
one she is presently teaching.
AI this writing, there are 14.082 cases 110m New York stare and 12,030 Ii:om
Gaudauni said she was shocked that 22 people had enroUed in the class,
CaIifornia. There are 1,044 from the District of Columbia wbicll is ranked tenlh
She had expected about 8 students.
in the U.S. However. in number of cases per million population D.C. is the
"I informed the class on the fust day that they were crazy to take an 8 0'
4111leading metropOIil8D area after New York,
Pnmcisco and Los Angeles.
clock
class on Friday mornings." said Gaudauni.
1,415 cases since 1981. Oamma globulin and Rhogam are safe.
'
"It
is
a rare opportunity to have a president teach a class and I thought I
TItete is a greater likelihood with tepeall:d exposure but infection can oc:c:ur after
ought
to
take advantage of it. It is sort of intimidating to have the president
a single time.
as a professor but il is alsoexciting." said Kristen Rumberger, '92, a member
People can carry the virus for seven years or loDger and be asymptomatic.
of Gaudauni's class.
64S
Ann zach3ry, '93, a member of the class, said that she was glad the class
AZr (orretrovir) has been fonnd to proJong life and reduee!be indicence of
was held at Gaudauni's house. "The dining room is a little crowded but it's
infection inpeople with AIDS; but it is not a CIIIIl, It keeps the virus 110m
a nice change from the regular classroom environment. I mean, the cat
replicating butdoesn'IJdIl!be
virus.
'umped on the table this morning".
Students seemed to think she will be a fairly demanding professor.
Questkms about AIDS? All queslions held in oonf.idcncc.
"I.think I'm going to have to work hard in the class.", said zachary.
WriIe: K ... W"illoU, New London AIDS (ldnc8'Um. Cou1Isdin& and
Gaudauni seemed happy to be teaching again. "Teaching is my greatjQY·
Tesling SeMce
120 Broad s-. New London, CT 06320
It is what I enjoy most aboul being in academic life. Wilat happens in the.
Or oall: 447·2437
classroom- that's the reason why I got involved in academics." Gaudauni
~said.
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~Tolliver
Outlines Cro Plans
.,'
~
~

~ CoNiNudfr_pJ
.o

r.:: cause the POSI office and the book-

i

store are located in Hillier.
~
The new center will be handi~ capped-accesible wilb ramps in
entrances and an elevator that trav.§ els to all floors.
~
•
Tolliver expressed his opinion
.&' lhal"the center had moved farther
toward north campus," so that by
~ the time the renovations are completed, Cro will "literally and figuratively be the 'College Center."
To achieve the hoped for "informal mingling of students and facu1ty," social rooms of small, medium, and large size are part of the
plan.
Tolliver said "crowd attraction
facilities," such as the post office,
bookstore, convenience store, and
the WCN! office, will be located on
the first floor.
The snack bar area, recently
renovated. will remain in itspresent
location. The current alumni offices and Coffee Ground Cafe will
be the spot for lbe new post office,
one room to hold both student and
faculty post office boxes. The post
office will also be given a separate
entrance for delivery trucks only.
This entrance presently receives a
major flow of traffic from the
"north" end of campus which will
be cui off from use in lbe future
center.
The pool will be convened to a
"Lofl" area with glass doors lbal
open onlO a "garden" area wilb
Iables and chairs for socializing in
bolb areas.
"The 'Lofl' wil be able 10 hold lbe
entire freshman class along with
advisors, up to 650 to 700 people,"
said Tolliver.
On the second floor, lbe now
presenl dance studio will be replaced by lbe "Coffee Ground."
The Coffee Ground will have access 10 a sunroom and balcony terrace lbal overlooks lbe fronl of lbe
building.
The upper lobby will be "lounge
space" with tables and chairs.

8

Vending machines will be transferred to the second level as well.
The Office of Volunteers for
Community Service will be provided an office on the second floor
of the new center. A separate exit
for lbe OVes office will be in-

On the second
floor, the present
dance studio win
be replaced by
the Coffee
Ground Cafe.
stalled on the "north" end of the
building by staircase. This separate
exit will facilitate the transportation services OVCS performs.
An office for The Col/ege Voice
with a darkroom will also be located on the second floor in thearea
of its present location.
Offices for Student Life, the
Judiciary Board, Student Government Association, and the Student
Activities Council will also be on
the second floor.
"The old gym will be replaced by
meeting rooms and a dance studio
with movement lab," said Tolliver.
The small meeting room will hold
70 people while the large meeting

'We hope to have a
new section •..for
aerobics, floor
hockey and volleybalL'

Charles Luce,
Athletics Director
o

room will accomodate up 10 three
times as many poeple.
"The Dance Department will nol
lose any space in lbe new center. In
facI, we hope 10 integrate the de.partmenl more than il is al present
because the studios and movemant

lab will be closer together," said
Tolliver.
The dance studios of the third
floor will retain their present formal with slight renovations in access routes 10 the rooms.
A concern was voiced by Waller
Brady, department chair and associate mathematics professor, was
that parking space would be a
major problem for the new center.
"I foresee a major problem with
delivery parking for the post office
and bookstore and overcrowding
of student parking in front of the
building," said Brady.
Tolliver replied that additional
parking facilites are being investi- •
gated 10 expand the present parking '5
10110 the north end of the building ~
10 provide room for delivery ~
<3
trucks,
,l!
Representatives
from ihe e-;
Women's Center asked if facilities]
for the Women's Center would be o!l
available in the new center. Tol- ~
liver replied thai this request was.2 I.I.IioJUIlo ........:::... U'..,j""...I~1UmW
not known in initial renovation ~
planning meetings.J
~ose=p::;:h:-;Ti':o:-;;U;;:lv=er::Cs=p=e.::;:kI=s .::;:b=o=ut"'C"'r=o-=r=.n:Co=v"'.tl"'o=n::Cs --------"There's a possibility that the
Women's Center could have headquarters locatd in the new center
and use one of the meeting rooms
for extra space," said Tolliver.
Karen Joyce, the Philip Goldberg intern from the Women's
Center, said "extra space was
needed for the Women's Center
because of its present location on
the founh floor of Fanning which is
out of the way and often limits us."
She described examples of overcrowding at past meetings in the
current location.
"An office for our headquarters
in the new center would be fme,"
said Joyce, "itseemsas if that is the
accomadations most groups are

receiving. "
Attention was turned to Luce as
he explained the plans for additions
10 the Athletic Center.
"The new additions are a swimming pool and a gymnasium," said

Loce.
room will be added in the Dayton
"At present, the fieldhouse tends Arena. "This room was intended in
tobedominatedbybasketballinlbe
the original plans for the Athletic
winter. We hope to have a new Center when it was built but there
section with wood floors for aero· was a lack of funds," said Luce.
bics, floor hockey, and volleyball,"
"Will there be facilities for insaid Luce.
r---'------------,
door
tennis?"
The new pool
asked
Sarah
will be connected
Hurst, a member
to the present
The pool will
of the women's
building
in a
have eight lanes
tennis team.
separate building
Luce replied
of ilS own with a
for competitve
thatindoorfacilisection Luce deswimming.
ties would not be
scribed as a filpractical in lbese
ness center.
plans but deThe pool will
scribed the inhave eight lanes for competitve
stallation of lighlS on lbe outdoor
swimming wilb a wall that slides
lennis COurls to allow the team 10
back and forth, dividing lbe pool practice and compete until later
into two sections with the possibilhours.
ity to enlarge each section as necesThe starting date of theserenovasary.
tions will not be determined until
A new varsity hockey locker
lbe February 22 trustee meeting.

Can You TakePictures?
Interested in Campus Events?
The College Voice is looking for photographers. We provide the film and issue
the choicest assignments. If you're
interested in joining, come to the General Staff Meeting in Cro 212 or call the
Voice office at Ext. 7236 .

The College Voice is looking for news
writers. If you've ever been interested
in journalism but never had an opportunity to get involved, now's your
chance. If you're interested in joining,
come to the General Staff Meeting or·
call the Voice office at Ext. 7236.

Announcing a new meeting time:
5:45 ..,Mondays...Cro 212

,
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Subcommittee Reccomends Complete Divestment
p.l
vestment policy because holding an speakers such as Colin Legum, a
rica, or in any fmancia! institution interest in South African related noted British journalist, and Helen
making or increasing loans orother stock is a slap in the face to our Suzman, former member of the
the
extensions of credit to the govern- minority constituency on campus. South African parliament,
ment of South Africa or any South Connecticut College wants to be Divestment Policy Review SubAfrican corporation."
known as a college that stands on committee unanimously recomThe process of divestment has principles, but we are not accom- mended that the Board of Trustees
taken time. Schmidt ex- ,----------------,
adopt the resolution calling
fortotal divestment.
plained that about five
'Holding an interest in South
Theproposal, while a leap
years ago the students iniAfrican related stock is slap
in the right direction, is not
tiated the process.
the complete solution to the
According to Dodge,
in the face to our minority
problem of apartheid said
the Board of Trustees beconstituency on campus, '
Dodge, "This issue does not
lieved that student consimply end with a decision
cern was motivated more
- Kevin Dodge, '92,
for total divestment. In oroutof emotion than reason
der to be truly pro-active,
Subcommittee Member
and compromised on a
'"'!'''!''!_''!''!_'!''!''
the entire campus cornmupolicy of selective divestplishing
this
with
our
present
innity
must
do its part to aid the procment. This policy was
ess of change in South Africa."
adopted by Oakes Ames, former vestment policy," he said.
In May 1988 the Board of TrusSchmidt listed South African
president of the college.
scholarships and exchange proThe compromise, however, was tees asked the Liaison Committee
inadequate as Dodge. explained in on Shareholder Responsibility to grams as possible steps.
The resolution now awaits the
his presentation to the Share- evaluate the college's investment
policy with South Africa.
Trustees' meeting in May.
holder's Committee.
After a semester of in-depth reA discussion about divestment
"In essence, the college presently is being hypocritical in its in- search and consultation with guest was held February 12.
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Levin to Moderate Government

Discussion

by Jacqueline Soteropoulos
News Editor

State Representative Jay Levin, '73, (D-New London) will moderate a panel discussion on issues in state
and local government, when Connecticut College
hosts the first of what will be an annual conference of
college student government leaders.

The SGA Inter-School Conference, to be held February 16 and 17, will have delegations from five to ten
/

schools, including Vassar, Mount Holyoke, Smith and
Wheaton.
"The purpose [of the conference 1 is to get various

-==
~

SGA Elects Members to
Ad-Hoc Committee
by Jacqueline Soteropoulos
News Editor

Members of the Ad-Hoc Committee on Student Governance have
been elected, and the comprehensive re-organizational plan, "Blueprint
for the 90's," is underway.
Elections for the house senator and student-at-large members were
held at Thursday's Student Government Association Assembly meeting.
Tom Neff, '91, member of the Judiciary Board, and John Maggiore,
'91, house senator of Lazrus and original sponsor of the 'Blueprint'
legislation, were elected by the Assembly.
Other committee members include Kevin Dodge, '92, SGA assistant
to the president, representing the SGA executive board, Jim Walker, '93,
representing the Student Activities Council, Colleen Shanley, '93, representing class councils, aridRoben Shea, '91, representing class presidents. A house governor representative was elected Monday.
The ad-hoc commitree is,parI of a package intended 10 "insure" the
long-term progress of student government at the college, said Maggiore.
"I am proposing a mechanism for change where change is necessary:'
Maggiore said last week when the Assembly voted on his proposal.
The proposal passed 26-2-1, with strong praise from many members
ofSGA.

Elections for the available positions on the Ad Hoc Committee on Student

Governance and passage of.Exerolive Board fIJec!lQn guidelines for 1990
dominalIld most of Thursday night's meering
Aflettheaddilicnofsevaal
......... mls,theelel:&ioBmles..wRpassed31-

I.

Union's Master of Arts in Teachin!1
Earned full- or part-time, the Union MAT. is a unique program
that combines pedagogy with advanced study, leading to secondary certification (grades 7-12) in:
Biology _ German _ Chemistry _ Latin - Earth Science
Mathematics _ English _ Physics _ French - Social Sciences
General Science _ Spanish
If you want to make a difference in young lives,prepare to teach
at the college known foracademic excellence. With a Master of
Arts in Teaching-from Union.
Call or write for brochure. Application deadline April 15.

DNIJN

lor UII.. ~

purnl' of ._11......

Graduate and Continuing Studies
WellsHouse, 1 Union Ave.,Schenectady, NY12308
(315) 370-62RR

TodPreslon, '91, chairofthelud!ciarYBoard,~"'about2Q)'
honor code surveys had beea mumed in the first week.
Belay Grenier, '91, vice presideDt of SGA,8IIIIOIIIICOlItbar the F-=e
Commitllle has beea meeting all week to cletamine the aJJo! ali .. of Club
Improvemenlmonies. ThecommiUceisalsoiatheprocessofwridllgasurvey
to be distributed to all clubs concerning their in'l'01vemenl with dIis year's
Piaance comnUttee.
Grenieralso urged students to ltelpattheOpea HOIISefOl actepledstudenls
on Monday, April 16. The Admissions Office ueeds about 100 SlDdenl
volunteers.
JeannieThomma, '91 ,cha.irofSAC, reminded the Assembly ofupcooling
events. BIizzanI of Bucks wiD be held 011 February 17 in the Cave. Camel
CmmisscheduledforFebruary21.
EacIllealllueedsonefacultymembel:.
All
participants wiD receive t-shins.
MunroeinformetitheAssemblythatthecoIlege'sCounseIingSaviceswiU
be llIIIdomIy distributing a questionnaire inlIlllilboJuls. She asked tbat all
recipients of these return them as soon as possible to help the counselors
evaluate services.
An open meering of the ShareboIders' Responsibilily Committee has beea
set for Monday, February 12 at 4:00 in B1ausIein 203. All membenofthe
community were urged to atIeI!d
The impeachment proposal tmueo by Jamie PlsIis, '91.1Iouse_
of
Lambdin, was poslpOIIed until next week.
RuB Yankwiu, '92, bousIlI seoaIorofMatsllall asked tbat lime be aIIowed
atnextweek'smeeting
todilcuss the Bang·umtposteralll1lOWl'Sy. Specifi.
cally. YankwiU would IiJalto addIess the Jaclc of SOA consultation 8Dd
invotvement in the decision to blIn the ~

Video Depicts Life of Bantu Steven Biko
.§

«•

Years after the death of Biko,
"the ideals Bikodied for still inspire
action against Apartheid. "
The purpose of Biko and others
who worked against Apartheid was
to "speak out and break the silence
theregirnent was trying to impose."
Biko's career slarted on his col-

byC .... yRom .. y
The Coli..., Voke

~

8

f.

doc:e~:'dakmF:~~~;
honor of Black History Month
entitled, "Biko: Breaking the Si-

lence."
Made in 1977, ten years after
the death of Bantu Steven Biko,
the ftlm outlined Bike's involvement in the "Black Consciousness" movement.
As the film reported, thedefinition of "Black Consciousness" is
to raise the level of consciousness
of the black people. The first step
is to let the black man come to himself, according to the docurnentary.

SGA
Passes
New
Election~
Rules i
for 1990

The ideals Bika
died/or still inspire
action against
Apartheid. '
I

l-

lege campus in 1964. The college
eventually expelled Biko for his involvement in anti-Apartheid demonstrations. Later, Steven Bikowas
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Objerolle: FwuJraiser
CommilfMlI/: MinimIlJ
Money: RaiuSl,400
Cost: Zero [nllestment

Campus organizations,
clubs, frats, sororities
call OCMC at 1 (800)
932.()S281l (800) jSO8472 ext.lO
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FEBRUARY
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police who held Biko in custody
were exonerated of guilt after having signed a form merely stating, ..
No, they had not inflicted any harm
to Biko.'

Bike's death was questioned
because of the contusions and
abrasions received to Biko's head,
which were thought by coronors to
be a main cause of death. The

When intruders broke into Hale
Laboratory early morning February 3, they shattered several windows and broke a storage room
door lock; however, upon taking
inventory. nothing-was discovered

•
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Bruce Branchini, professor and ..
chair of chemistry, was called f;:
when the break-in occured and im- H~.I=e:::L=.=bo=r=.=to=r=y===================.J

~I<=.oo~e-tn>,

JUST 10 DA YSI

HI STOR Y

Nothing Taken In Hale Lab Break-In

. .

~

WIN A HAWAIIAN VACA nON OR BIG
SCREEN TV PLUS
RAISE UP TO $1,400 IN

BLACK

by Jacqueline Soteropoulos
News Editor

•

change the sign up time from
March 6-28 to March 1-9, resulted in a compromise amendment suggested by Jamie Fisfis,
'91, house senator of Lambdin.
Maggiore's amendment encountered opposition because it
would leave little time for
housefellow candidates to make
a decision between thatresponsibility and running for an Executive Board position.
Fisfis' amendment changing
the first sign up day to March 1
and leaves the last day at March
28, passed 26-5.
Other amendments that passed
include the prohibition of an-

banned to his hometown of King
Williamstown, where he could be
in the presence of one visitor at a
time.
Donald Woods, a South African newspaper editor banned from
South Africa, stated in the video
that "Biko was killed because it
was thought it would end 'Black
Consciousness.' Until the inquest
into Biko's death, white people did
not realize how well known Biko
was in the black community."
One example given in the documentary, illustrating the lack of
understanding the white community had concerning Biko's status
to blacks, was a statement made by
Kruger, the Minister of Justice in
South Africa at the time of Biko's
controversial death. "Biko's death
leaves me cold," said Kruger.

swering machine campaign messages proposed by Sam Scudder,
'92, house senator of Wright
The Assembly also approved a
friendly amendment made by
Hwang authorizing the use of
opposing candidates' names in
the pamphlets. Such naming,
however, can only be made in
reference to a particular stance
on an issueandmustbeapproved
by the public relations director.
The election process will begin next month. Rules will be
distributed to interested candidates upon thei relection registration.

mediately noted that expensive
balances, costing $2,000 each,
were not taken. Chemicals were
inventoried early last week and
were found intact.
"We've looked pretty carefully
through the building, and no one
has reported anything missing,"
Branchini said.
According to Branchini, the
New London Police Department
classifies the incident as "criminal
mischief."
Stewart Angell, director of campus safety, said Friday that they had
no leads as to who had committed
the break-in.
Damage estimates will not be
available from Physical Plant until

WHIPPLE
TYPING sERVICE

in Mystic

572·9159

~tGJflqJ".·

(i~m

Great Deal for Studen s!
First Week FREE
$80 for the Semester
443-9454

90 Garfield Ave New London, Ct.
Above Arrow Paper

Supply

midweek.
The break-in occured between
11:30 p.m. Friday, February 2 and
Saturday, February 3 at 2:25 a.m.,
between Campus Safety rounds.
The Laboratory Office, room
201, had been entered and the door

window shattered.
The intruders also attempted to
enter a stockroom, damaged a wire
door to a storage room, and broke
out a window of room 113, the
Organic Prep area.
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MOBROC's Role Questioned

Flanery Rejects
Bang-UtotApology
drummer Stephen Bames, '91.
Flanery had called the band to
her office in response to complaints
about advertisements for a show
they were having that night.
She said Friday that the band
members were merely offering to

by Craig Timberg
The College Voice

During the meeting that led to the
cancellation of the Bang-Utot concen, band members offered to
apologize publicly and remove the
contro~ersial
posters If they
could play that
night, but Trudy
Flanery, coordinator of student
activities,

re-

'They didn't see
what they were
apologizing/or. '
F
• Trudy lanery,
coordinator of
student activities

fU~ the offer.
If they had
simply said, 'apologize about the
posters,' we would have," said

apologize
so
that they would
be permitted to
play, and for
that reason, it
was "a meaningless

ges-

ture.'
"They didn't
see what they were apologizing
for," Flanery said.
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Describing the meeting, she
added. "They jumped on the issue

that you can 'tdo this.this is censorship."

Robert Askins, associale professor of zoology, pobIisIIed an article tilled "Popll14litm INclines in
Migrmory BiTdsillEastmtNorlhAmerica" in ·C_
Orllithology"(volume7,p.l-S7,199O). The
article was coauthored with JamesP. Lynch and Russell GJeenbelg, bolh of whom are rcseardI
scieDtisls at Ibe Smithsollian Inslibllioo.

P.tricia Harper, adjunct assisIanl professor of music. performed at the YlI1e CcnIerb

British An

onJanoary 28, playing a concert of British music.

Lee KDeerim, direclOr of continuing educatioa, chaired a session on .~
llW,nty tlIId
Fino1IcialRealiry," prescnledlhelllpic "W_'sPrograms:
lIIdledWOlksbopsonLeadeulliplllll
Marketing at the naliooaI conference of the Nordl America Associa. of Summer SeSliIlOS. iD
CharIesIoo, S.C"Janoary 21-24. Koeerim isimmediale.-~presidelltbtheNlxdl
of the U.s.-Canadian orpnization.
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1 PILOBOLUS Graces Palmer Auditorium
.:;

i,----------i
Kboberley A. Fosler
~

The Col""
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.§. ThePiiobolusDance Theater
perf
~
eater".....onnance
~ Palmer Audiloriwn on Saturday. February
~ 10. was a marvelous display of creativity and
o strength. Throughout the performance. the
~ dancers showed unrelenting strength and fluidity that erased all sign of effort, This troupe
was not a rigidly molded crack team corps.
but were dancers masquerading as humans
who just happened to have unbelievable agility and control of their bodies.
The first piece. "Ciona" marked the company's style by constantly changing fonn and
direction. The troupe explored all three dimensions of space. using lifts. swings. and
jumps liberally. The speed and flow of the
piece was varied. Slow tumbles and aerobatics and sudden leaps to suspended poses kept
theeyesconstantlyroving. Themostrefreshing part of the piece. that the dancers lacked
gender. was something not readily recognized. This is not to say that they were androgynous. rather they appeared gender-less.
In many ways the piece was a presentation of
a kind of child' splay. and the audience was

1. William Wj1ter dltetted
MichaelBoro_1
The College Voke

tances, but double as characters in
his film.
Gelbart employs the most ingenious of ideas. Atone point, as Stine
edits lines from his script. the characters "rewind" themselves. speaking backwards. The only real problem with the bonk is that there are
simply 100 many characters to fully
grasp who is who (you'll want to
keep your Playbill in your hand to
distinguish eve one).
"City of

With all of the praise currently
being lavished on Broadway's latest. anyone going to see "City of
Angels" would expect to see me
world's finest musical. In reality.
the excitement is due more 10 the
fact that an American musical" is
finally succeeding. Director MichaeIBlakemore's"CitvofAnRels"
has not been
adapted.
Angels' ..•
translated. or
incredible
imported
non-stop
from London.
i mag e s
What Broaddazzle.
way has at
never faillong last is a
ing 10 thrill
completely
the senses.
a rig ina I
It would be
American
hard to formusical that is
get such
unabashedly
-r-__ --:-__ -,,---.l gemsasthe
funny. terribly clever. and one of morguethatOOcomesanoffice.the
the most visually stimulating
successful use of film. the mirror
shows on Broadway.
image of two women in the marvelLarry Gelbart's hilarious book ously staged number "What You
tells the story of the novelist Stine Don't Know About Women," and
(GreggEdelman)tryingtotranslate
the final huge scene when the curhissuccessfulderectivenovelintoa
lain lifts to reveal the entire stage
movie script The show constantly
from floor to proscenium arch.
switches from Stine's world 10 that
Do not be fooled by the tacky cutof his movie. Basing his characters
outs of the Hollywood skyline on
on the people around him, the ae- the walls of the theatre. "City of Antors not only play Stine's aequaingels" boasts one of the most intri-

cate and impressive sets ever seen
on Broadway. Robin Wagner's
sets, as wellasFlorenceKlolZ' costuming switch from Stine's fullcolor world to the black-and-white
world of his movie.
Composer Cy Coleman. after his
1989 musically-underrated
flop
"Welcome To The Club" (which he
left out of his bio), finally has reason to cheer again. His jazzy score
perfectly parallels the 1940's flavor
that is at the heart of the play. Do
not be surprised if you leave the
Virginia Theatre singing "You're
Nothing Without Me."
"City of Angels" also boasts a
top-notch cast. Although almost
everyone looks good here. Randy
Graff surprisingly steals the show.
Anyone turned off by her warbl y.
vibrato-ridden singing voice as
Fantine in the Broadway "Les Miserables"will be instantly converted
by her gutsy and impressive style.
In this very different musical genre.
Ms. Graff simply shines.
Edelman is graced with a beautiful tenor, although one would wish
he did not shake his head so often.
As the detective, James Naughton
splendidly avoids stereotype.
The only questionable performancescomefrom Rachel York. who
has the unenviable atsk of playing
the stereotypical dumb blonde, and
Rene Auberjonois as the movie

1946 Acadl:ml
2.WhOs

~RaglngBull?"
3. Kirk Douglas porlJlIys what
artistio "Lust/or Lifer
4. Who plays Woody AI1en's fa·
la "RodID DayH'
5. VbIllnlc:a .Lebt iB'-1IIiown ~
whatfilm~?
Send aD ansWerJ 10 Box 4088.
.The wnmerreceivesaF1U!B 16"
•
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Presented by

CASTLE COURT CINEMA
-
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To
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(3 Miles From the Crystal M.II)

442-7146

566 Calm." Street
New London. Ct.

Wednesday,February
14
7:30p.m.
Palmer Auditorium
All Seats only $2.50
Call 447· 7802 for more info
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Connecticut Student Poetry Circuit:
Poets of Tomorrow Visit
Connecticut College

Lauren Klatzkin
Associate Features Editor

According to Charles Hartman,
visiting professor of English at
Connecticut College, poets from
past times are easily accessible
through anthologies, but "the poets
of the present are harder to hear."
Last Thursday night, the ConnecticutCollege community was able to
hear five promising poets of the

present when the Connecticut Student Poetry Circuit made a stop on
campus.
The Student Poetry Circuit is an
annually fluctuating group of four
or five students from colleges and
universities in Connecticut
According to Kimberly Peters, one
member of the group, searches
were held on 25 campuses and
"each college picked someone to
represent them." The five winners

• """f'ile4 6g'E. J/lsli4y701l11/l

Monday 2112190 nada planned.
Tuesday 2113190 niente here,
Wednesday 2/14/90 rien encore,
Thursday2l1Sf90
Oliva Hall: "BLUE VEi...VET";starring Dennis Hopper and Isabella
Rossellini; 8 p.m. Admissioo-$2
Friday 2116190
Oliva Hall: "ZEUG; "starring Woody Allen and MiaFarrow; 7 p.m. &
9:30p.m"Admissioo-$2
Dana Hall: ~ew London Contemporary Ensemble performing WOJks
by Britten (no, not the country), Frank Martin. Peter Maxwell Davies,
Harbison aod Gerald Gabel. If you do not know these brilliant artists,
hereisyolJl"chance to getacquaintedwith them. This concert features the
famous FrankChurch, the renowned Clara Zahler and the vinuoso Karen
Nelson along with other highly regarded Connecticut talents. Because
this show will be in great demand, admission will be charged accordingly: Gen. $8.Stud/Sen. Cit $6. Show starts at8:()() p.m.
New London, Garde Arts center. "Forbidden Broadway," a musical
comedy written and conceived by Gerard Alessandrini. The performance is comprised of a series of parodies capturing the flaws and idiosyncrasies of the theater. It features familiar and not-so-familiar tunes
from plays such as "Evita;" "Man of La Mancha," "Camelot, "and
"Almie" as well as impersonations offamous performers includingJoHe
Andrews ("Mary Poppins" fame), Carol Channing ("Hello Dol/y "
fame), AnnMiller("Bye,ByeBirdie" fame),andLizaMltieUi(Caesar's
Palace,LasVegasfame). Showbeginsat8:()()p.m, Adrnission$18.$16,
S12. 329 Captain'sWaIk,formoreinflJl"mationandsometiCkets,caU
the
Box Office at ~1373.
SalurdaY~1119O nada
SulIday ZfI81!!O
OlivaHall;2l'IOK"ASl'ACeODYSSE¥;·starringGaryLocJr;;woodaod
Keir DUllea; 2p.!n. & 8l!.m" Admission- $2.
Mount S')OIV,Vel1tlOllt O.K, tllisis not- very 311)" buurtilltS can be
sporty too;~t1s"l\$pOCialQllllOItIIJlUy
college students to slci fodlalf
theprice-Q1UY$18adayl:'J:!ikea~getOlltin
the $IIl1,enjoy lll'e,eat
OUlmoreQ~,~(8Q2)~2151'

ror

were selected and ..then
they
booked
us,"
laughed Peters.
The poets are in the
middle of their eight
college itinerary, which
includes Connecticut
College, Manchester.8
College, Central Connecticut State University, Yale. Trinity,
Wesleyan, the University of Connecticut and
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The Connecticut Student Poetry Circuli

Mohegan Community College.
The readings at Connecticut College were marked by the strongly
individual qualities of each poet's
work. One common theme was the
difficulties of close relationshipswith parents, grandparents, friends,
and lovers-and
each poet dealt
with this topic in a new way.
Hannali Ansel of Mohegan
Community College was the first
poet to read. Ansel is a native of
Finland and concedes that"it's fun
and also frustrating to be bilingual." She began reading poetry to
her children.
Ansel's work has a sweet, nostalgic quality frequently tinged with
melancholy. Several of the poems
she selected to read dealt with
loss-of
homes relatives, seasons-and efforts to save or search
for those things. One particularly
moving poem was entitled "The

Three Children at Mother's
Death."
Ansel poignantly described how "my mother, fragrant
peach, sheltered me, the bitter kernel within."
The next poet, Larry Berger, also
wrote about parents. Berger is a
senior at Yale who authored the
book "Up Your SAT Scores" and
has won numerous prizes for fiction
writings. Bergerread apoem called
"T0 My Parents," in which he told
them, "I have never forgiven you
for the incessant happiness of my

..J

childhood," which, he explained,
provided little poetic fodder.
Berger also read a humorous
warmup poem he wrote to calm
himself before each reading. In it,
he maintained that"it is easier to
meet women at poetry readings
than at salad bars, health clubs, etcetera .;"
The light tone shifted as Berger
explained that last summer, he
taught poetry at The-Hole-In-theWall Gang Camp for children with
cancer. He read several poems that
campers had written about their
dreams. One II-year -old wrote, "I
am a bird flying to a New Kids on
the Block concert." Another child
wrote, "I wish there wasa hirdfrom
God and got me well."
Robin Delman, a junior from
Wesleyan taught by Annie Dillard,
read next. Delman first read "The
Poem" by Mark Strand, a communication between poet and reader.
She then read a series of poems
about language and its manipulation. In "What He Said," she lamented that"he said the moon was
ripelhe' d pick it for me/how was I
suppused to know he lied?"
Delman paused before reading

"Thoughts on the Validity of Atheism" in the chapel, looked up, and
whispered, "Sorry." The poem
concluded that"Like a lightswiteh,
you can turn yourself on and off to
God/If there was a God, He'd

probably be a lightswitch.'
Peters followed Delman's reading. She transferred from Wellesley College to Trinity Collegeduring her freshman year. Several of
her poems were about her freshman
roommate, and the changes Peters
felt in her perspective on their relationship upun discovering first that
her ex-roommate was bisexual and
then that she was sentto alcohol and
drug rehabilitation. In an untitled
poem, Peters told her friend that "I
tried to forget what you told me was
true." Peters concluded with a
humorous account of her first sexual experience, stating that "At 16,
I didn't think I was too young to be
there ...There is no turning, no taking back."
Khan Wong, a student at the
University of Connecticut , was the
final poet 10 read. He began with
"FireandtheRain,"anew poem he
wrote on New Year's Day. Next,
citing Janis Joplin as a heavy influence in his work, Wong read "A
Song oflsistan: Liglu." This poem
was filled with thought-provoking
metaphors like," A blues ballad
indelibly makes its way through
you" and "The strings of your guitar almost snapping with the heaviness of your affliction."
The combination of these various
ideas and perspectives made the.
Connecticut Student Poetry Circuit
reading a kaleidoscope of fascinating new work.

Cannes Chamber Orchestra Performs at Palmer
Richard Zeitlin
The College Voice

Fran~ois Devienne' s career as a flute virtuoso must certainly have influenced his compositional style, for his "Concerto No.8 in G
Major" draws on a wide range of a flutist'S
technical capabilities. Wilson easily met the
task. displaying brilliant fmger work and a
soaring tone.
Bender saved the two masterpieces of the
program,
Mozart's

On Friday, February 2, the Chamber Orchestra of Cannes Provence Cote D'Azur, led
by conductor Philippe Bender, charmed a
diminutive Palmer Auditorium audience
with a program of Baroque and Classical
music. The concert
featured American
nutist
Ransom
Wilson easily'
Wilson who perfonned concertos of

MOzart

and
Fran,ois Devienne.
The evening began with two ar-

"Flute Concerto in D
Major" and Haydn's
"Symphony No. 60 in
C Major," for the sec-

met the
task, displaying brilliant
fmger work and a soaring
tone.

L

rangements of excerpts from Jean-Philippe
Rameau's operas, "Les Feres D' Hebe" and
"LesPaladins." To any student of music history, the name Rameau should call to mind
his famous treatise on harmony. Perhaps this
ISall that should be recalled, for these two
excerpts, even with the assistance of an arrangemen~ have very little to offer. There
\Vassome very fine playing, however, espectally from the two oboists, who played a
raVishing duet line in the ftrst suite.

ond half of the eve-

•

ning. Mozart's concetto is as great a work
as any of his more fa-

mous piano and violin concerti. Unfortunately, Wilson and the players from Cannes
did not do the piece justice. Thetwo fast outer
movements fared the wors~ where the quick
tempi carne out sounding rushed, especially
in the orchestra's tutti sections, instead of
"radiant and joyful," to quote the concert's
program notes. Moreover, Wilson seemed to
forget one of the basic commandment of
interpreting Mozart- that fast passages are
never intended for the purpose of mere Vlrtu-

osity. There was some sensitive playing at
times, however, especially in the piano passages of the slow movement.
Haydn's 60th Symphony, from his middle
period of composition in that medium, is one
of his most experimental works, sporting an
unusual six movement fonnat. J1ere, the
Cannes players were right at home, giving a
convincing account of the work's many and
drastic mood swings. Bender took the two
fast movements at
a terrific speed,
which is certain! y
more appropriate
in the Haydn than
in the Mozart, and
his players were
equal to the task.
The
Cannes
Chamber Orchestracertainlyranks
among
the
world's
great
chamber orchestras, at the very
least for its sheer
technical prowess. It may not L...

have the sumptuous tonal blend of an Academy of St. Martin in the Fields, but the
acoustics in Palmer Auditorium did not help
much either. Perhaps it was those crummy
chairs they were forced to sit on ...
Upcoming performances in the Concert
and Artist Series include The Hartford Ballet,
March 8 and The New Amsterdam Sinfonietta, March 31.

Attention
Students!

Course books will be RETURNED
to publishers on Feb. 16 (used
books) and March 9 (new books).
Please make your purchases
PRIOR to these dates.
.J
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COMICS

CAMPUS PIZZA

Fun menu, fast ~
Ri~

lCI'Vice

10 yo.- 4IQOr.

467 W"aJliMnaSl.
443-1033
PRBS DELIVERY
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i Men's Crew Coach Ric Ricci Finds Home at Conn
~

J!
"

by lobo Carey

."

The Coil,.. Voke

~ ----_---.::'-----~
~

The men's crew coach has what
some people may call an obsession,
~ but most prefer to call a romance.
Not unlike the old sailors of the previouscenmry who lived a lifeon the
sea, Coach Ric Ricci probably prefers to be atop the Thames on a calm
grey morning. It's just what he
likes to do.
"1 remember the first time I was
entranced by crew was when my
father took me to the newsreel and I
guess I saw camera shots of some
race going on. I remember that
clearly."
Ricci began rowing at his high
school when he found out it had a
crew program. During his senior
year Ricci became captain.
At Trinity, where he received a
B.A. in philosphy, Ricci rowed
continually. His boat won the national championships. They traveled to England to race in the prestigious Royal Henley Regatta and
made it to the finals. Junior year he
went to the Olympic trials. During
his senior year, Ric became captain
of the crew. A year after graduation
in 1973, Ric went looking for ajob
that would involve coaching crew.
His firstjob wasas a maintenence
person at Cro, but he arranged to
coach the men's and women's crew
here for free. "1did get paid to drive
the bus, though. We'd bring every·
one over to the Gales Ferry boathouse of Yale's which is where
we'd practice out of." After a season of this, Ricci had the opportunity tocoach women S crew at Trinity, this time for pay.
"A year after that in '75,Iapplied
for the Head Coach position at

8

I

Ricci then
Conn and got it
found an interwhich is where I
esting opporstayed for six
tunity
in
years." He deLyme,
CT.
scribed some of
Funded by a
the conditions
private
pawith which he
tron,
Ricci
worked: "I can
was
made
remember having
head of Blood
to borrow someStreet Sculls.
one from the
He taught exwomen's team.
tensively the
She did a great
an of single
job, and after
shell rowing,
practice
the
or sculling, for
women's coach
a nearby high
said, 'you keep
school popuyour eyes off
lation. Since
her!'''There was
that job only
not a lot of suplasted for two
port, a serious
years, Ricci
lack of facilities,
moved down
and naturally a.~
to New Jersey
serious lack of ~
in October of
rowers.
"The ~
1986'atheletes weren 't ~
At Rutgers
common
[at~
University,
Conn] in those 1;
Ricci coached
days, and experithe women's
enced rowers .l!
team.
Alwere almost un- i
though there
heard of. Almost I.,C"'oac.:-C::ih"R"Ic::nRi":Ic70
"Two years later, I left Conn for was a promising environment for
any freshman I have now would be
a
position
at Ya1e.That was a big crew there, Ricci felt that the
incomparable to almost the best I
job,
but
I
found
I really didn't like women weren 'trecognized enough
had on the whole team. You alJ
certain things about it." So, after a by the school. "After what I'd gone
would've been gods then. Essenthrough here in the old days, it
tially, I had to make do with what I brief period of unemployment,
wasn't terrible." After two years,
had-make
chicken salad from Ricci took a position at Amherst.
Ironically, there wasn't a huge con- though, he left for an entirely new
chicken feathers."
In 1979, Ricci approved the hir- cern for crew there, and after a year opportunity.
"I quit crew and after a lot of
of idling he left because of the lack
ing of Claus Wolter, a Canadien
interviewing
and preparation, I,
of potential that was offered. "1 enwith Olympic coaching experifoundajob
in
the
business world. It
ence, for the women's team. Claus, joyed the guys and I helped get the
was
with
a
brokerage
firm in New
who is now the head coach at Conn, program off the ground there for
York
City,
and
I
quickly
grasped
them.
Unfortunately,
there
wasn't
and Ricci have both been good
the concept that financial change
much
after
that."
friends ever since.
was inversely linked to the joy of
what you were doing," Ricci said,
smiling. "But really, I won't knock
the business world, I'm just saying
it wasn't for me." With that, he
returned to where he had left his
2/16 Bowdoin 7:30 p.m,
heart and applied for a position
2/17 Tufts 7:30 p.m.
here at Conn. The school needed

l

'"

clc-------=--=--=======--==.J

Camel Winter Sports Action
Ice Hockey:

Men's Basketball:

someone at the time and he filled in
for the remainder of the year, with
the understanding that next year
he'd have to apply for the position
with everyone else.
"For that season, at the end of '88
and just into '89, I didn't know if I

was coming here or not. There was
competition, and it was by no
means a shoe-in. I was so happy to
get the job." This time under head
coach Claus, he started fresh this
past fall shaping the beginnings of
his 1990 crew which has great
promise. "We've got a lot of work
to do by the spring but we're progressing day by day."
He finishes with this: "Now that
I'm here, I see that this is really a
good place to be. I never doubted it
before, I just see it differently. I
want to improve the rowing at Conn
to where it should be in the future.
There is respect for it here which is
good to work with. There are still
some dreams to be fulfilled, like the
construction of rowing tanks and
an expansion of the athletic facilities, which I honestly think will
happen." After that comment Ricci
looked at his watch said he had to
go. When asked what he had to do,
he said with widening eyes, "Sleep,
man. I've got to work out tomorrow-s-can't let you guys beat me."

This is the first in
a series of profiles
of Conn Athletic
Coaches.

2/16 Bowdoin 8:00 p.m.
2/17 Colby 3:00 p.m,

CAMPUS
SPIRIT SHOPPE

Women's Basketball: 2/13 Wesleyan 7:30 p.m,
2/17 Colby 6:00 p.m.
2/16 Bowdoin 6:00 p.m.

We keep your spirits alive
Domestic & Imported Beers

Come out and support Camel Winter Sports!

r---------,
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Fine Wines & Liquors Daily Numbers

$3.00011

STYLES

* *UNUMITED
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CLOSE CONVENIENT LOCA nON

--~'

penIlS

Less. than a mile from CONN., J~Sftake a right <>,ot the back entrance and follow Old~
N01W1Ch Road. In jhe same budding as Quaker Hill farms. Open We<fnesday evenings
until 8:00 pm with Darrell.

I

469 WILLIAM STREET
(JUST DOWN THE HILL) 443-6371

SPORTS
sports Column:

Sports Talk
Boxing

by Dobby Gibson and Kevin Cuddlby
The College Voice

College Hoops
Kev's and Dob' s crybaby of the week
award goes to Arkansas coach Nolan
Richardson. In last weekend's game against
Texas, Richardson walked off the court in
protest of an intentional foul call on Lee
Mayberry of the Razorbacks with fourteen
seconds left in the game. However, when
Arkansas suprised everyone and forced the
game into OT, Richardson reappeared courtside. Hey Nole, if you're gonna protest a call
and walk out, do yourself a favor and don't
come back. That's like Bobby Knight walking out to pick up his chair from center court,
..Syracuse won 'rget past the second round of
.'the tourney with Stevie Thompson at the
point .. We hope you didn't miss the two
battles between Duke's Bobby Hurley and
Georgia Tech's Kenny Anderson, the two
most highly recruited high school guards last
year. They will meet at least six more times
in their college careers ... Kev's and Dob's
favorite day of the week is Monday ESPN's Big Monday, that is. Big East, Big
Ten, Big West, Big Bill Raftery, and Big
Dick Vitale. 'Nuff said?

Foreman v, Cooney was dubbed by boxing
promoters as ''The Preacher v, The Puncher."
Those in the know tabbed it "The Geezers at
Caesar's" and "The Night of the Living
Dead:' Oh yeah, Cooney retired-again.
It •
involved something about getting hit in the .~
face alot, or

SO

"

we heard.

~

Pro Football

d

~
Jim Kelly, the balding Buffalo quarterback ~
of another AFC "pretender: has been recently valued by the Bill's management at n:5:;;
$20 over six years. Whaddaya think Joe
Montana will get out of Ed DeBartaIo in his Men's
renegotiations?
What about Will Clark
malcjng $3.75 million per year over the next
four years? Combine Kelly and Clark's salaries and you can keep a small country in Ding
Dongs for years.
•

g

Camels Fall to MIT
and Williams

-----,--=:c,...,-.,.---by Bill Scbulz

Pro Hockey

Sports Editor

Did you know that the NHL' s leading scorer
Mario Lemieux has a plus/minus ratio of -I 8?
Look for him to have post- season surgery on
his ailing back.

College Football

Potpourri

NBC Sports recently signed a huge five
year deal with NotreDameforexclusive television rights to their home games. Look for
legal repercussions from ABC as they think
that Notre Dame was part of their sixty-four
team CFA deal ... By the way, Kev and Dob
overheard Lou Holtz say that he has nothing
but the utmost respect for ABC because
they're a super bunch of guys, and
downplayed the magnitude of the deal in his
typically humble manner.

A recent USA Today poll asked the compelling question: which women's sport
would you like to see more of on telivision?
Survey says- none ... Kev and Dob's Hangover Remedy: watch TV golf on Sunday and
hope it's raining outside ... Congratulations
to Spain's Judit Masco, who graced the cover
of this year's SI Swimsuit Issue as a rookie ..
.Kev and Dob sincerely hope you gave points
on the Superbowl.

Sports Trivia:

Basketball:

Last Thursday night the men's basketball team lost in the last second to Massachusetts Instituteof Technology 56-55. This was
the Camels second tough loss in arow having
lost to Trinity in the fmal moments Iast Saturday. The loss 10 MIT brought the Camels
record to 10-6.
The Camels started off the game strong
and led the game up until the 10:44 mark.
Then the MIT Engineers took over the
momentum and rolled to a 31-26 halftime
lead. After the break MIT continued to widen
its lead and were ahead by as much as ten mid
way through the seeond half. Then the Camels made a run and came back to tie the game
at 54-54 with a 1:40 left in the game.
The Engineers scored what eventually
became the winning basket with 57 seconds

-----------

Intramural Update

Kevin's Corner
Congrals to Milrc'Fallon. '92, andT'un Fegan, '90. who answered all of last week's questions correctly.
Send answers to box 3370 by Friday.
This Week's

o.JAArinns:

1.Who ftom our beloved men's hockey team -uy reached the _110 point madt? Who isapproaclling
the200 point marltand might have passed it by the time you read thl8?
2. What team -uy stopped the Pbiladelpbia 76en win SlIeak at twelve games?
3. Name \be starting squads for Ibis year's NBA AlI-&ar pille.
4. Who is in the finals of Moaday's Beanpot Hockey Tolllllemellt1 Who did \bey beat toaet theIe? Who_
last year's Pllt?
5. Has anrc-ever been toa MlQor Indoorl.acro8so1.ell8lJe pille? A CBA pme?
LastWeek'§ A!l8!!f1»1>
I. Ron HexIal
2. Kathy Ireland
3. Joey MlII1eD
4. N'1ChoJIs ftom NY forT_
SudsIrclIIl aud ToBy GrllIiato
5.
Vi
SLJ'oIuIs,aud
StaID

the

~MPORIU
Mystic'il Celebrated Victorian Landmark.
posters, tapestries, imports...so much more

~

ake edt 89 off 1-95 to 15 Water Street, Hbtork

Downtown

My.tic·.

.

536-3891

to go. During the final minute the Camels had
two shots roll in and out the rim. With one
seeondlefton the clock Rob Turner, '93, was
put on the line by an MIT foul but was unable
to make both of his foul shots and the game
ended with a 56-55 MIT victory.
On Saturday Conn lost 87-71 to a very
talented Williams squad. The game was highlighted by Derrid Small's, '90, entry into the
Conn record books. With 7: II left in the
game Small hit two foul shots to become the
seventh player in Conn's history to score a
lOOOpointsin his career. However, Williams
controlled the tempo for most of the game and
Conn never came within less than I I points in
the second half.
With the loss to Williams the Camels record now stands at I0-7. Conn will be back in
action at home against Bowdoin on Friday.

• Open 7 Day •••.•

_--~

A League basketball is off to a quick start. The Gamers lead the
league with three wins and no losses. Just Do It and Rain are close
behind each sporting a 2-1 record. Fat Bagley is still in the hunt with
a I-I record. During the first two weeks of the schedule Just Do It
beat Alumni 69-56 and flattened Jo-Jo 48-27, Fat Bagley crushed
the Hoopsters 69-46, and the Gamers defeated Rain 43-27 and the
Hoppsters 57-48.
The men's floor hockey league is off and running with twelve
teams competing in two divisions. The East division is led by The
Heat who are undefeated with a 3-0 record. Following closely
behind is Smacky Brown and Demolition both with 2-1 records. In
the West division the Legion of Doom leads the pack with a 3-0
record. Also undefeated in the west division is A1pha-Omega with
a 2-0 record.
Trev Spain, '91, from Branford is the league's leading scorer
with 19 points. Following right behind is Man Shea, '93, from
Smacky Brown has 18 points. Coley Cassidy, '93, from the Legion
of Doom and Bill Meyer, '91, from The Heat each have 16points.

SPORTS
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Camels defeat Clark University and Elms College
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The Connecticut
College
Women's basketball team(12·2)
defeated a talented Clark University squad(15-4) 71-65 to extend
their winning streak to six.
.
The Camels' defense tnumphed
again as they held Clark to 34%
from the field, The Clark Cougars
contributed little to their offense
from the foul line as they only
made 7 of 19.
Conn's leading scorer Lynn Elliot, '91, was held tojustoneoutof
ten from the field but she made up
for her cold shooting by dishing
out a game high II assists. Donna .~
Smith, '93, led the Camels with a ':
game high 21 points in addition to
her seven rebounds.
<3
TheCamels led at the half34- 27'~
shooting 47% bUI they cooled ~
down in the second half only mak- ~
ing 12 of 36 shots for 33%.
Cl t..;=~;...::;::~~~~=
HeadCoach Bill LessigcaIls the
Clark team a "measuring stick" because they and in our two losses we played poorly in the
are consistantly one of the top teams in New closing minutes. We could be undefeated if
we played well at the end of those two
England.
.
"I don't see this game as an upset. 1 knew games."
The Clark team has been ranked high in the
it would be close," said coach Bill Lessig.
"We played really well at the end of the game polls all years long but the Camels have not.

g
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Lessig feels that the poll, which is voted on by
coaches is "skewed towards non-NESCAC
teams." The coaches cannot continue to keep
their eyes closed towards the Conn program.
"I don't care much about (the polls)," says
Lessig,"!fwe win we should get ranked. We

have a strong schedule which
speaks for itself."
On Saturday Conn beat Elms
College in the first round of the
Subway Classic Tounement held
here at Conn. On Sunday the
Camels
faced a very talented
Middlebury team which came into
the game on a ten game winning
streak after beating Nichols College in the first round.
Middlebury controled the first
half of the game with excellent
three point shooting and good offensive rebounding. At the half
Middlebury led 45-38.
After the break Middlebury
continued to control the tempo and
buill a 17 point lead at the 11:05
mark. Conn came back and closed
to within five points at the five
minute mark. However, the Camels could come no closer and ended
up losing a hard fought game 8681. Due to excellent performances
in both games Elizabeth Lynch,
'92, and Donna Smith, '90, were
named the AIl-Tournement team.
The loss brings the Camels record 10 13-3. Conn will be back in
action Tuesday night at home versus Wesleyan at 7:30 p.m.

Ice Hockey;

Conn Beats Skidmore
by Tim Annstrong
The College Voice

Count it! The Connecticut
men's hockey team pulled out a
victory in a Saturday night bamburner against Skidmore College.
The action took place at Dayton
Arena, where the emotions ran
high. "We knew Skidmore would
be a tough game. They always
come to play. Wecouldn'taffordto
take them lightly," said Camel forward Doug Robert, '91.
The first period was a stand off
between the two teams. Neither
squad could get the upper hand.
The period ended in a 2-2 tie. The
second period was somewhat of a
different story. The quicker Camel
squad dominated the ice. Captains
Joe Cantone, '90, and GeoffSchaffer, '90, led the Camels on the offensive surge. Conn seemed to be
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Ice Hockey versus Skidmore

about
to bUSIthe
Conn's
achillesgame
heel wide
cameopen.
back
to haunt them- penalties. Camel
penalties kept Skidmore in the

game. The second period ended in
gridlock 5-5. The teams came out
of the locker room fired up and
ready to do battle. Skidmore's
goalie played very well despite the
tauntings coming from the Camel
pound.
Jim Garino, '92, had another
solid outing in the net for the Conn
team. With five minutes leftto play,
the tension was building. A minute
later the crowd erupted. A loose
puck in front of the Skidmore net
set the stage for the game-winning
goal.
Chris "Charlie Hustle" Clark,
'91, dug the puck OUIand poked it
past the Skidmore goalie. The
flood gates were open.
Conn
scored two more goals in the last
few minutes to end the game 8-5.
"Coming up with the goal in a
tied game is the mark of a good
team. We just have to keep following through," added Jeff Legro,
'92.

Athlete of the Week
This week's award goes to DERRIC SMALL, '90, of the men's basketball
team. During the Williams game o~ Saturday,Small became the seventh
player in Conn's history to score a 1000 points in his career. WHS&DWG

